TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

ZEN ESSENCE
- PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

- WARNINGS

Liquid perfume in a glass bottle with a wooden cap and
a string for hanging on the rearview mirror. The special
Ayous wood cap, once soaked, spreads pleasant
fragrances in the car. Product design and fragrances are
inspired to Zen philosophy and fine fragrance
perfumery.

Carefully follow the instruction for use.
Don’t soak excessively the wooden cap: the product
could leak.
Before driving verify that the product is firmly fixed and
does not interfere with any instrumentation.
The liquid may cause damage to surfaces.
In case of accidental leak, clean immediately with a dry
cloth and avoid contact with skin and eyes.

- APPLIANCE FIELD
Wooden cap liquid air freshener for hanging on the
rearview mirror. Can be hanged on other holders, if used
at home.

- STORAGE
In closed package at room temperature away from direct
sunlight at least 3 years.

- TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
•
•
•
•
•

Appearance
Colour
Perfume
Flash point
Density at 20°C

Liquid
Colourless-light yellow
IFRA compliant
>60°C
0,91-0,97 g/cm3

- INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Extract the air freshener from the blister.
Unscrew the wooden cap and remove the plastic plug.
Screw the wooden cap. Hang on the rear view mirror
with the string provided. Adjust the string length so that
the air freshener is free to swing.
To activate the product shake it or turn it upside down a
few times.
Repeat the activation step once a day for a constant and
intense perfume.

- PACKAGING
Glass bottle with ayous wooden cap. Content 4,5 ml
Code
1796 Zen Essence Geisha
1797 Zen Essence Orchid
1798 Zen Essence Sandal Wood
1799 Zen Essence Bamboo
1839 Zen Essence Delhi
1840 Zen Essence Ming

- NOTICE
For product safety information, please consult Material
Safety Data Sheets.
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